Title IX: Informal Resolution Process

For Students

File A Report
The investigation process begins after Title IX receives a complaint.

Review Report
Two investigators will be appointed to the case. Title IX will review the report. Both the Complainant and Respondent will be contacted individually to discuss next steps and resources available.

Meeting
The Title IX investigators will meet separately with the Complainant and the Respondent. Both parties must agree to the informal resolution process in order to continue.

Outcomes
The Title IX investigators will provide the outcomes to the Respondent, including but not limited to counseling, mediation, or education programs.

Developmental Conversation
The Title IX investigators and the Respondent will meet to ensure there is an understanding of the reported behavior. They will also discuss skills and recommended resources to avoid the behavior in the future.

Interim Measures
At the beginning of the informal resolution process, a No Contact Directive will be issued and will remain in place for the duration of a student's enrollment with the university.

Support
The Title IX Office is available for support, questions, and resources for all parties involved in the informal resolution process.

Notification of Outcome
The parties involved will be notified of the resolution that has been reached. The appeal process is not available unless there is new evidence presented.

Detailed information about the investigation process can be found at: http://catalog.utexas.edu/generalinformation/appendices/appendix-c/student-discipline-and-conduct
Learn more about Title IX at https://titleix.utexas.edu/ or on Twitter at @UTAustinTitleIX